Abstract: Due to the shortcoming of the traditional ETL tool and Sqoop, we proposed a script-based automation ETL tool. We proposed an automation ETL tool which is combined with scripting and database tools to implement the 3 ETL processes-Extraction, Transformation and Loading.At Last,we have proved that script-based automation ETL tool is faster than snoop on extracting and transforming data from Oracle to Impala.
Introduction
With the rapid development of science and technology, economy and society, we have stepped into the information era. We are surrounded by different kinds of information in our daily life. Thus,huge amount of data is generated with various format. The ways to store data, analyze data and find useful information become important issues. Cloud Computing technologies are developed for those issues, for example, Google File System(GFS) [1] , MapReduce framework [2] and Big Table [6] proposed by Google in 2003,2004 and 2006 for distributed file system, parallel and distributed computing, and NoSQL database, respectively [3] .
After GFS, MapReduce and BigTable were published, they are not open source. The Apache Hadoop [4, 14] project develops open-source software for reliable, scalable, distributed computing.
HDFS and MapReduce are the core part of the Hadoop project. Most enterprises still use relational databases for business. However, as more and more data produced, relational database lacks the ability to handle such size of data [3] . ETL tools save time and money when developing a data warehouse by removing the need for "hand coding". This rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some traditional and open-source ETL tools. Section 3 introduces how script-based automation ETL tools work and its composition. Section 4 gives the performance evaluation. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper.
Relational Work

ETL
ETL process in data warehouse development performs data extraction from various resources, transform the data into suitable format and load it into data warehouse storage and play an important role in data migration [5] .An simple ETL tools consists of Extract, Transform and Load as the Figure 1 show. The purposes of the data extract process is to collect useful data from multiple heterogeneous data sources. Data transformation is the process of transformation data from organizational forms and formats into a uniform format. The data loading process is responsible for loading the data processed by the refreshing and updating into DW.
ETL's different
Existing ETL tools are divided into two categories: homogenous mode and heterogeneous mode. 
3.Script-Based Automation ETL tool
This section describes the framework model for ETL processes. First, we design the ETL logical framework. Then, we should decide the format which the temporary stored as. Last, we choose some proper tools to accomplish the model and further realize the optimization management of ETL processes.
3.1Scripted-Based Automation ETL Tool A) ETL Framework Design
The Logical framework is shown in Figure 2 . During the 3 ETL processes-extraction, transformation and loading, we combine shell script with database import and export tool which depends on the database to carry out those processes. B) Choose the intermediate files According to [8, 9, 10, 11] , they choose xml file or excel file as intermediate files.
There are some reasons why we choose the csv file as an intermediate file as the below shows.
1) The high efficiency of writing data to csv file;
2) The construction of data does not change; 3) Csv file generated by the same amount of data is smaller than other format and use little memory.
C) Choose the proper tools. We choose import/export tool depending on the database. For example, if the data source is Oracle, we will choose the sqluldr2 for exporting data and sqlldr for importing data. D) ETL tool implements Script-based automation ETL tool consists of importing data from data sources to data warehouse and exporting data from data warehouse to another format. We illustrated by the example of exchanging data between oracle and HDFS.
Oracle->HDFS: Exporting data from oracle to local and generating csv file, uploading csv file to HDFS and complete impala mapping.
HDFS->Oracle: Impala quickly scan it's metastore server to find the location of data file and turn it into csv files and use sqlldr to import data to oracle database. Exporting data and importing data as the Figure 3 
Environment
Experimental Environment consists of 5 nodes. A Hadoop cluster consists of 4 nodes, which haves installed impala and Sqoop. The last servers is ready for installing oracle database.
4.2Dataset
The experimental data are randomly generated by a program which we wrote in Java, each record contains all of the Java basic data types. 
4.3Experimental Step
Importing data from oracle to Impala [12, 13] as the below steps:
Step 1: Exporting data from oracle to a csv file with the help of sqluldr2. sqluldr2.bin USER=userid/keyword@db_name query=select * from test head=no FILE=/oracle/test.csv
Step 
Conclusion
This paper introduces the concept of ETL tools as well as its key technology. Due to the shortcoming of the traditional ETL tool with focusing on the implementation and requiring high performance on the server, the traditional ETL tool cannot match up with the requirement of the nowadays. And Sqoop assign the task unreasonable. We proposed a script-based automation ETL tool. But the script-based automation ETL tool has a lot of work to be done. For example, data verification, resume from break-point, data rollback, which is the next step we should do.
